HILLSTONE FIBRE ARTS PRESENTS

A STITCH
IN TIME

PREFACE

TAYLOR & LODGE
Taylor & Lodge is synonymous with the finest worsted cloth and its reputation for excellence is renowned the world
over. The company was founded in 1883 by Thomas Taylor and John Lodge and has proudly occupied the site on
Albert Street, Huddersfield since that time. The mill was built alongside the river Holme giving direct access to the
soft Pennine water to create the steam to power the looms and essential in finishing the cloth to the luxurious handle
associated with fine English textiles.
All our fabrics continue to be manufactured in West Yorkshire using the same traditional skills and techniques that
have given Huddersfield the reputation for being a world leader in the production of luxury fine worsteds. Supplying
tailors, garment makers and fashion houses for over 100 years, it is this heritage that has made Taylor & Lodge’s fabrics
both a luxury to work with and a pleasure to wear.

HILLSTONE FIBRE ARTS
Hillstone Fibre Arts is a small group of textile artists living in and around Huddersfield. We have been together about
five years and meet regularly to create work, take part in workshops and exhibit. Individual interests are wide-ranging
and these are reflected in the work you will see as part of this virtual exhibition.
A Stitch in Time is the result of a collaboration with one of our local textile mills, Taylor and Lodge. You can find out
more about the mill and what inspired the group here
The title of the exhibition seems particularly apt: we are indeed at a moment in time as we live through a global pandemic with its effect on us personally, as well as on business and industry. Some members of the group have been
inspired by mill life and looking back to a different moment in time, others have responded to the fabrics offered to us.
Our project has been conducted from a distance throughout, with only one member being able to visit the mill initially.
It wasn’t until the end that we were able to see what each other had produced. Taylor and Lodge gave the group a
generous amount of textiles and yarn which was shared between us. Each member was asked to produce a main piece
of work and something to go inside an empty fabric sample folder to produce a series that would look the same but
contain individual responses and surprise the viewer. We knew that it was likely that the exhibition would be virtual,
and we are very grateful to Taylor and Lodge for their photographer. Being able to be part of such a project has benefited members in different ways during the pandemic which you will read about.
This record of A Stitch in Time celebrates individuals’ journeys, the role creativity has played on wellbeing, and personal achievements of individuals in distressing times. We are all very proud of this achievement and hope that it promotes the benefits of creative health foster by community groups as well as an interest in textile art. Whilst we have
missed each other greatly, we hope this is encouragement to others who may live in rural areas or not be able to travel
easily that being part of a group, even at a distance, is worthwhile and rewarding.

With particular thanks to:
Taylor & Lodge for fabrics, photography and a warm welcome!
The Loose Change Charity which provided funding to produce the virtual exhibition
ONE17 Design Charitable Trust who created this virtual exhibition
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JACKIE RAMAGE - SHUTTLE & BOBBIN

SHUTTLE & BOBBIN
by JACKIE RAMAGE
I worked as a woollen mender for many years and this project gave me a chance to reconnect with that time. I used
my craft loom to weave my piece ‘Shuttle and Bobbin’ using the bag of shoddy. I used a needle to pick across the warp
instead of using a shuttle. I then attached the work to the bobbin and put the bobbin in the shuttle.

SAMPLE BOOK:
Warp and Weft:
I cut pages the size of the pattern book out of the large piece of worsted then cut slits to form a warped and
then wove the printed edges through as weft. I then did needle weaving on old plastic bangles and attached
them to the pages. I then put the pages in the pattern book.
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JACKIE RAMAGE - SHUTTLE & BOBBIN
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JACKIE RAMAGE - SHUTTLE & BOBBIN

HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
Doing this project in lockdown helped to keep me focused and kept my mind
and hands busy.
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RACHAEL SINGLETON - WINGS WIDE OPEN

WINGS WIDE OPEN
by RACHAEL SINGLETON
I chose a somewhat mischievous theme of moths, given the fabrics we were working with were wool suiting! However,
as I made them I became aware of parallels between the work, the textile industry and the pandemic: of change and
re-invention, being cocooned, uncertainty, and latterly the beginnings of emergence, freedom and inner strength to
overcome when wings are opened wide again. Visiting the mill brought home some of the challenges the industry
faces as it responds to change generally and in light of COVID.
Brown and grey samples were selected and wings were created from fabric ‘sandwiches’ held fast with iron-on
interfacing. Edges were gently dabbed with an acrylic medium to ensure they didn’t fray, and hand-stitched designs
were loosely created based upon British moth markings. Almost all threads and fabric came from the mill with one
or two notable exceptions such as the orange needed for the Emperor Moth. Many were taken from samples that I
de-constructed to select individual thread, weaving it back into another constructed wing. The red is taken from the
tape edges of the cloth and small sections were needle-felted together on a fabric base. Tiny scraps and threads were
also needle-felted to make bodies. The moths are presented simply on a neutral colour so as not to distract from their
colours and forms.

SAMPLE BOOK:
Moths were handstitched onto calico and used as collagraphy ‘plates’. I liked the darker surface once the
paint had been applied so chose to keep the originals alongside the printed moth. Threads from the mill
were used to suggest patching and repair such as needed with moth damage as well as the slightly abstracted patterns and markings on the prints.
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RACHAEL SINGLETON - WINGS WIDE OPEN
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RACHAEL SINGLETON - WINGS WIDE OPEN

RACHAEL SINGLETON - WINGS WIDE OPEN

HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
I have worked from home throughout the pandemic which has been intense and stressful. One
thing that I recognised helped was having hand-stitching to do in an evening when I was tired.
Stitching the moths was both productive and soothing, and the project provided motivation to
work towards a shared goal.
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SAM JACKMAN - HANGING AROUND / CREATIVE ACCORDION BOOK

HANGING AROUND / CREATIVE ACCORDION BOOK
by SAM JACKSON
Creative Accordion Book
This idea came from a piece of pottery, where I was inspired by the 3D structure, albeit the pottery vase was not as
complex, the idea was there enough to spark the process. The challenge was to convert the form into fabric, where
several prototypes were made to get the height and the length right for the pages, before stitching the pages together.
It was my intention that when the book was open it would stand, supporting itself. I also wanted to keep the stitching
limited so only white with the occasional red was added, taken from the selvedge edges on the fabric used, so that the
structure became the vocal point.
Hanging Around
This piece was inspired by a photo from the Mill, where bolts of cloth were stored and stacked on top of each other,
each with a tag hanging on the end. For this piece, I cut the tag base first from various fabrics, all being different sizes,
before a adding samples of each fabric, these were cut or torn smaller pieces and randomly added to the tag, by
machine, 36 tags were made in total, with no plan for any. The tags have all been attached to jacquard loom cards, 2
from the Taylor & lodge, the others I already had and hung on a metal bar.
I thoroughly enjoyed making the tags, and I can see me working with these in the future.

SAMPLE BOOK:
Warp and Weft:
This was a difficult one for me, the initial theme was weaving, using only Taylor and Lodges fabrics, albeit
I have woven with wool to create landscapes in the past. I first started with basic weaving using wide strips
before going narrow, then random, with 5 pages in total. Stitching again was kept to white and a touch of
red. I initial was going to bind the edges but I actually quite liked the frayed and random seems, so these
were left.
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SAM JACKMAN - HANGING AROUND / CREATIVE ACCORDION BOOK

HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
This project was very helpful through covid, as I have been working from home for the last
12months. It gave me something to focus on, with a challenge of using a limited palette of
fabric. Given more time I intended working with wire and fabrics with one of their bobbins. This
may be something to develop in the future.
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WYN INGHAM - TRANQUILLITY

TRANQUILITY
by WYN INGHAM
Growing up in a family of professional aunts and uncles, who all had creative hobbies alongside their ‘serious’ careers,
I was taught to sew, knit, embroider, draw, paint and even construction. I did a City and Guilds in Embroidery and
Creative Textiles, retrained and now teach what I love.
As I browsed through the abundance of fabrics donated to us, I was struck by how sombre men’s suiting can be. As if
it hasn’t to detract from whatever business the wearer finds himself in. My husband always wore a suit for work in the
finance and procurement sector - two piece single breasted ones in summer and sometime two and three piece ones in
winter, but always with a brightly patterned silk tie and interesting socks to alleviate the starchiness of his appearance,
along with his ubiquitous calfskin briefcase.
In and amongst the fabrics I found a piece of creamy white cashmere that had been produced for the Middle Eastern
market. Now, here was something different to ponder on. Businessmen, on a scale of nothing I’d come across in real life,
working on billion dollar projects under the Middle Eastern burning sun or in architecturally amazing, air conditioned
offices. Tranquil oases amongst the barren deserts. I decided to use the cream cashmere in my work. I painted the
fabric in a cool Scandinavian palette representing the juxtaposition of heat and cool and appliqued and embroidered
flowers and grasses in a modern style to offset the traditionally male dominated workplace.

SAMPLE BOOK:
I’ve based the work in my sample book on how we traditionally see men’s suiting - sombre, staid, professional.
One of my favourite films is an adaptation of Vanity Fair. I love the men’s bright clothes, their use of silks
and patterns, their “peacocking” around trying to grasp the attention of women and trying to outdo each
other. I researched some of our modern day designers and saw traditional fabrics, embroidered with bright
colours, appliqued with printed fabrics and embellished with jewels, sequins, beads and crystals. So I
decided to include surface treatments in my sample book. The outside of the book looks traditional and
masculine, but the fabrics and embroideries inside are anything but.
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WYN INGHAM - TRANQUILLITY

WYN INGHAM - TRANQUILLITY
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HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
When all normality disappeared from our lives and a sense of loneliness could set in, it was all
too real to feel isolated. Watching tv or visiting Facebook gave a false sense of virtual friendships and something more tangible was needed. On the ‘back boiler’ were the textile collaborations of our group, that like the stitches which hold the many parts of a quilt together, firmly
held our friendship. You can store your quilt in summer, when it’s not needed to keep you
warm, but at the back of your mind are the thoughts that, just like that comforting quilt on top
of the wardrobe waiting for autumn, is the cohesion of the friendships that will be rekindled to
share our textile journeys of discovery when we can all re-meet in the flesh.
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AMANDA HURD - CLOTH

CLOTH
by AMANDA HURD
I wanted to tie the piece into the origins of the woollen trade in the Colne Valley. The word “Cloth” to me takes textiles
back to their roots, to the Cloth Halls which were the market place for the weavers, and the “pieces” they produced.
To make the piece I used examples of the different types of cloth produced by Taylor & Lodge, which is bound together
by hand stitching.

SAMPLE BOOK:
Taylor & Lodge was founded in 1883. Taking this as a starting point I have woven Taylor & Lodge fabrics into
contemporary documents and publications to illustrate how the company is inextricably woven into the
fabric of Huddersfield.
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AMANDA HURD - CLOTH
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AMANDA HURD - CLOTH

HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
Having a collaborative piece of work to complete gave me the impetus to carry out research
and create something relevant after a year of not really having the inspiration to attempt
anything creative. Everything seemed too overwhelming / pointless. Now I’ve regained my
interest in creating textile pieces.
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CAROLE PEARSON - POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE - A MODERN QUILT

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE - A MODERN QUILT
by CAROLE PEARSON
Using smaller pieces of the Taylor and Lodge fabric I experimented with patchwork and quilting. I found the grey fabric
draped and quilted beautifully and decided to use this to then add to. I practised different designs with free motion
quilting on smaller samples, added other fabrics and liked the positive and negative shapes created by the colours and
textures. The samples inspired me to create a larger dramatic design using bold colours, appliqué and different free
motion quilting patterns to break up the negative space and to balance the piece.

SAMPLE BOOK:
CHIC DESIGN WEAR
Inspired by the very high quality and fine fabrics manufactured by Taylor and
Lodge. I have created woven pages incorporating Taylor and Lodge fabric
and elegant appliquéd and hand stitched ladies wearing designer couture
garments.
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CAROLE PEARSON - POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE - A MODERN QUILT
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CAROLE PEARSON - POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE - A MODERN QUILT
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CAROLE PEARSON - POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE - A MODERN QUILT

The Dales - a woven landscape
The woven fabrics inspired me to learn more about weaving and to incorporate the Taylor and Lodge fabrics
in to a woven picture. Using a scenic landscape photo of the Dales, I created a template of the picture,
simplifying it in to colour blocks. Using a variety of wools and textures I carefully wove the design and
incorporated pieces of Taylor and Lodge fabric in to the wall and sheep. Shoddy was shaped in to a trunk
and branches and hand embroidered in to place.

This is my first woven picture and I was particularly pleased with the design and overall effect.

HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
The project provided me with a much needed boost and positive shared focus during what
has been very difficult times. The project and the bag of inspiration provided opportunities
to learn and to try out some new and different techniques such as weaving and free motion
quilting. From this work, it has led on to further developing patchwork and quilting skills.
In summary, a good learning opportunity which has helped to keep my spirits up and also
something which has helped keep a group going with a shared interest and also socially.

JAN WEBSTER - WORSTED

WORSTED
by JAN WEBSTER
My connection to the textile mill is through my late father-in-law. He was a carding engineer whose career started in
the Huddersfield textile mills.
I made a decision to use the fabrics and loom cards provided by Taylor and Lodge. I wanted to incorporate both
weaving and the circles from the Jacquard loom cards.
I experimented with these ideas which formed the basis of my ‘sample book’.
For my main piece I painted the Jacquard loom cards with acrylic paint finished with a coat of acrylic wax to seal
the surface. I wove strips of suiting material and wool using the holes in the Jacquard loom cards as a guide. The
circles were recycled copper washers which I covered with buttonhole stitch. These circles are to replicate the chains
of the Jacquard loom. French knots were added to link with the colour of the selvedge (and because they are one of
my favourite stitches!). For the background I chose to use a suiting fabric complete with the selvedge to show the
provenance of the cloth. The top and bottom threads identify how the loom cards were connected when in use.

SAMPLE BOOK:
My sample book contains my ideas using weaving and the circles of the Jacquard loom cards.
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JAN WEBSTER - WORSTED

HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
Being involved in this joint project together with the Zoom meetings has provided a focus and
helped my mental health during the last twelve months.
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DIMITRA NICOLAIDES - UNNAMED – WALL ART / TAYLOR AND LODGE – THE MILL

UNNAMED – WALL ART / TAYLOR AND LODGE – THE MILL
by DIMITRA NICOLAIDES
1) I created this piece using the patterns cards for the weaving of worsted fabric as inspiration. The background was
sewn together using small rectangular pieces of cloth which echo the shape of the pattern cards; holes were punched
in some of the pieces to reflect the holes on the pattern cards. Finally, the small discs were sewn back onto the piece
and further embellished with hand embroidery representing historically the number of mills in the area which have
now reduced to just a handful.
2) I created an abstract picture of the Taylor and Lodge mill in Lockwood. Different fabrics were appliqued onto a
ground fabric and further embellished with machine and hand stitching.

SAMPLE BOOK:
The woven samples I have created using upcycled commercial felt, Taylor and Lodge threads and other haberdashery.

The final piece is woven using a 1958 article about suits.
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DIMITRA NICOLAIDES - UNNAMED – WALL ART / TAYLOR AND LODGE – THE MILL
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HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
It was great to have a project to focus on. Using the beautiful Taylor and Lodge fabric was also
a pleasure.
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JEANETTE PEAKE - WEAVE, WARP & WEFT

WEAVE, WARP & WEFT
by JEANETTE PEAKE
Photographs stimulated sketches of a deserted Taylor and Lodge Mill during 2020 Lockdown which then found focus
on the pattern cards, on the grids and the holes, down to their simplest forms; circles, squares and rectangles, with a
simple grey, black, white palette with a ‘pop of red’ to contrast.
Samples of worsted cloth suggested deconstruction and a little ‘dabbling’ with weaving brought home the expertise
required to produce the high quality, beautiful tailoring cloth that Taylor and Lodge produce - not for amateurs!
Side tracked by the selvedge edges carrying information of the cloth; who it belongs to and where it was made etc.
resulted in a gathering of said ‘Labels’ which in turn suggested further letters and words and stitches providing texture
and depth to the piece. Cut, fabric samples created the simple rectangular grid which acts as its ‘frame.’

SAMPLE BOOK:
BUTTON IT!
The circle ‘holes’ of the pattern cards ignite lots of possibilities and the development of circles into 3D buttons gave a
wonderful base for intricate patterns, shapes and colour palette via more hand stitching. Playing with size introduced
further textures, ribbons for example. Sitting the buttons on loosely woven strips of Taylor and Lodge cloth introduced
a little chaos alongside the more exacting shape of the buttons, through the many pieces of cotton frayed edges of the
woven background.
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JEANETTE PEAKE - WEAVE, WARP & WEFT
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HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
Observing, creating and slow stitching has gifted me with a simple barrier against negative
influences during this year’s unsettling climate. Each letter, pattern and stitch is a memory of
where and when it was created, a story of surviving a National Lockdown.
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SUE LESLIE - VESSELS 1-5

VESSELS 1-5
by SUE LESLIE
As I come from a family where previous generations worked in textile mill s this project really appealed to me. Whilst
researching the mill I became very interested in word and phrases used in the textile industry many of which have
made their way into everyday language.I have made a series of coiled vessels using suiting fabric, two of the larger
vessels hold tiny pillows made from a variety of suiting samples embroidered in red with some of the words I found.
The tallest of the large vessels has tags hanging from inspired by a photograph taken at the mill.

HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
It really helped me with the isolation I felt during lockdown, I was feeling very low especially after our fourth
grandchild and first granddaughter was born in Sydney.. it looks like she will be walking and talking before
we get to see her. It was great to have something to focus on and an exhibition to work towards.
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JUDITH HOLROYD - MEMORIES AND DREAMS

MEMORIES AND DREAMS
by JUDITH HOLROYD
I have lived in Huddersfield all my life and many members of my family worked in the local woollen mills, so the nature
of Woven sits well with my own history. The collaboration with Taylor and Lodge was, for me, a particularly personal
one in that my father worked in the Export Department there in the early 1960’s. He died when I was a teenager and
the words “Our lives are woven from threads of memories and dreams” sum up my life really … a response to the
memories I have of him and the dreams of what we might have shared had he lived longer.
I used only the cloth which came from the mill and pieced, then stitched by hand, deciding to make the work like a
quilt, rather than framing it or mounting it on a board, in order to echo the comfort the memories give me still. The
white edged square of needle-weaving represents the interwoven nature of memories, life and dreams, whilst also
referencing the postage stamps which came into Dad’s office on the order envelopes and which he brought home to
add to his collection ... another precious memory. The hand-stitched interwoven lines represent the threads weaving
in and out – I find the process of hand stitching almost meditative in its repetitiveness.
Memory is a recurring theme in my work and this current piece also relates to a book-form which I made a couple of
years ago for my City and Guilds in Creative Embroidery which also was a memory piece of all the members of my
immediate family who have died.

SAMPLE BOOK:
The book of samples is exactly that … a series of sample pieces made to inform the larger piece. Again I used
only the cloth which came from the mill, using largely the same techniques. The first sample shows a machine stitched image of the mill itself and each of the other samples in the book have small woven ‘postage
stamps’ stitched alongside one of the words from the phrase on the main piece.
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HOW DID BEING PART OF THIS PROJECT DURING COVID HELP?
Having really struggled with the past year of lockdowns and restrictions on seeing family (who
don’t live close by) the personal connection to this project really acted as a stimulus to actually
do some creative work and to complete it in time for the deadline.
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